
50 Years Ago
In the last of nine papers presented 
to … the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science … Dr. K. 
Adam discussed the responsibility 
of television: this responsibility 
has since been sharpened by 
the continuing discussions on 
the feasibility and the scope for 
a ‘university of the air’ … it is 
proposed that only the major 
conurbations, containing 60–70 
per cent of the population, should 
be covered by broadcast television 
… coverage in this way does not 
mean that the public beyond the 
range of television and sound 
transmission would be unable to 
enrol at the University of the Air … 
all the programmes provided for 
television by the University should 
be recorded and prints of the 
original transmission can readily be 
circulated anywhere for viewing … 
All the courses would be supported 
by carefully prepared lecture notes 
and reading lists, and each week all 
enrolled students would be required 
to submit exercises for marking and 
comment by tutors.
From Nature 20 November 1965

100 Years Ago
The little attention given to science 
in education and in the public mind 
has been the theme of many essays 
and addresses … science is usually 
regarded as suitable for study by 
a select few only, and not as an 
essential part of all modern life and 
thought … We do not for a moment 
suggest that the end of all education 
should be preparation for scientific 
careers; neither do we ask that men of 
letters, statesmen, and administrative 
officers of departments of State 
should all be scientific experts … 
Our claim is that everyone — from 
elementary-school pupil to college 
don — should be made acquainted 
with appropriate outlines of scientific 
work and thought.
From Nature 18 November 1915

the following 13 weeks, they underwent  
rehabilitation training, practising reaching 
for 30 minutes each day, 5 days per week. One 
group of rats received only rehabilitative train-
ing; a second group received rehabilitation and 
electrical stimulation in the spinal cord that 
was triggered by muscle activity; a third group 
received rehabilitation and electrical stimula-
tion in the spinal cord that was not linked to 
the timing of muscle activity. 

Rats in the second group demonstrated 
substantial recovery. At the end of the regime, 
they had regained 63% of their pre-injury 
motor ability. By contrast, rats in the first 
and third control groups made much smaller 
improvements. Perhaps most importantly, 
the second group maintained motor function 
after a three-week follow-up period. By tim-
ing spinal-cord stimulation to coincide with 
the ‘sweet spot’ for motor-neuron activation, 
synaptic connections seemed to have been 
strengthened over time, allowing enhanced 
motor recovery.

Although spinal-cord circuitry is complex,  
and the exact mechanisms that under lie this 
dramatic effect remain to be fleshed out, 
McPherson and colleagues’ results have sub-
stantial clinical relevance. This study is an 
example of therapeutic strategies for neu-
ral repair that go beyond simply exciting the 
injured nervous system with a blast of electrical 
stimulation. By mirroring the timing rules that 
the nervous system normally uses to enhance 
the strength of synaptic connections, it might 
be possible to guide neuronal plasticity in a 

more functional and adaptive way after injury. 
Nevertheless, many theoretical and practical  

issues need to be addressed before such 
approaches are attempted in humans. For 
example, the safety of chronic electrical stimu-
lation using electrodes in the spinal cord must 
be thoroughly tested. The timing of the stimu-
lation may also need to be adjusted on the basis 
of differences in nerve-fibre size and speed of 
conduction in the human nervous system 
compared with that of rats. Nonetheless, the 
translation of techniques that exploit synap-
tic plasticity from bench to bedside is now  
a little closer. ■
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E C O L O G Y

Ecosystem responses  
to climate extremes 
Extreme drought or wet conditions have now been found to strongly influence the 
vegetative development of ecosystems. Semi-arid regions are most affected — 
raising concerns about their vulnerability to long-term drought in the future.

A N J A  R A M M I G  &  M I G U E L  D .  M A H E C H A

Extreme climatic conditions such as 
drought or heatwaves are likely to inten-
sify in the next few decades1. Long-term 

observations2 of past decades suggest that 
characteristic recurrence frequencies, inten-
sities and durations of certain extreme events 
have already increased noticeably. One press-
ing question is whether key ecosystem services, 
such as the capacity of ecosystems to accumu-
late carbon, are affected by extreme events3. 
The potential of ecosystems to accumulate 
carbon is intimately related to the phenology of 
vegetation4 — essentially, all the characteristic  

periodicities in an organism’s life, such as 
the annual cycles of plant leaf development.  
Writing in the Journal of Geophysical Research, 
Ma et al.5 describe how climate extremes  
modify the seasonal vegetation development 
of different ecosystems.

Ma and colleagues’ study relies mainly on a 
measure called the enhanced vegetation index. 
This is used to determine whether a region of 
Earth contains live green vegetation, and can 
be derived from spectral data that have been 
collected by satellites for more than a decade. 
Vegetation indices of this kind are often 
used as indicators of vegetation productivity,  
although they cannot really be directly 
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